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„Test- and measurement is my passion”
I'm convinced that you would NOT need the very latest and fastest and smartest
kind of instruments with hundreds of features for thousands of users.
No. I think you need an instrument that fulfills only YOUR needs without
compromise - even if they are unique. That is why I have dedicated myself to
developing customized test and measurement solutions in close collaboration
with the end user to provide powerful, easy-to-use tools that deliver not only
values but results. And this not only brings you higher efficiency and a lower
failure rate, but also JOY at work!
Andreas Kieslinger, Owner of AKITRON

What is TEMOS?
TEMOS – the Test and Measurement Operation System - is customizable software for PC-based
tests and measurements. It records measured values from your instrument hardware such as AD
converter cards or other digital data sources (sensors, cameras, etc.) from various manufacturers,
and processes and displays them in a variety of ways.

Voltage
Current
Temperature
Humidity
Vibration
Noise
Stress
Strain
Frequency
Digital
RPM
Encoder
Lenght
Pressure
Weight
Torque
Modulation
CAN Bus
LIN
Flexray
Modbus
RS232
RS485
GPS
Video
Infrared
…

Acquire
Scale
Display
Record
Export
Evaluate
Process
Compare
Filter
Trigger
Print
Share
Send
Generate
Control
Alarm
…

Among others, TEMOS can instantly emulate common instruments such as
•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital storage oscilloscope (DSO)
Strip chart recorder
Transient recorder
ASCII data file logger, Temperature logger
Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) analyzer
Any many more standard instruments.

The real strength, however, lies in its customizability. Like a raw workpiece, it can be modified into a special tool for unique applications - for
which a COTS product (commercially available off the shelf) are not available. And that with just minimal effort.

TEMOS is multilingual

Supported Hardware

Select your language on the system settings. English, German and
French are included. Add further languages with the Language
package (Editor for translation files). Also Asian language files can be
created.

•
DEWETRON Orion / DAQP
•
DEWETRON TRION™ (DEWE2, DEWE3)
•
DEWESoft (based on DewesoftX software)
•
NI DAQmx
•
Use with no ADC hardware
Further ADC hardware can be added by the development of another
“DAQEngine” - or simply with a new TEMOS APP.
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TEMOS is modular
All measurement and analysis functions run independently of one
another in their own windows ("Apps") and can be started and
stopped at any time. Most Apps can run in multiple parallel
instances. So its i.g. possible to write multiple data files
simultaneously, with same or different configurations.
Additional functions - regardless whether I / O, online calculation
or value representations - can simply be installed from the online
AKITRON repository, or functions that are not required can be
removed. This means that the measuring device offers exactly
t7hose functions that you need. No more and no less. As a result,
TEMOS is slim, easy to learn and use and is economical in terms
of system resources that it even runs on older PC hardware.

APPS on your instrument
Numerous ready-made apps for a wide variety of functions can be obtained online from the AKITRON APP Repository, even during
the measurement. If necessary, an existing app can be modified, or completely new apps can be created using the templates
provided.
All Apps share common functions such as multi language
support, can be floating (placed anywhere on any monitor,
also outside the boundaries of TEMOS itself), configuriable
background colours, integrated help function or instant
printing. This also applies for all custom made apps – without
explicit programming.
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TEMOS is customizable
Customer-specific requirements can be easily implemented by adapting single apps or creating new ones.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Further data sources (Sensors, networks, PLC, Bus systems, Test bed control systems etc)
Outputs (analog, digital, alarms)
Data processing
Automation
Test sequences
Visualizations
File formats
Custom reports
and many more

These developments can be carried out by AKITRON, by the user
himself or by preferred third parties.
TEMOS and its APPS are written entirely in NI Labview™.
Templates are available for the development of your own apps, with
which all recorded and scaled measurement channels can be further processed. The common functions such as multi language
support, instant printing, remote control, save and reload settings as part of the setup file are available instantly, without any
programming. No knowledge of the used measurement hardware is required.

APP Packages
Basic
This App package contains common functions such as channel setup table, sensor calibration tool, sensors zero, data recording to file (various
formats) meta data input or statistics. All Apps of the Basic package are included in every TEMOS distribution.

App manager

Bar graph

Block statistic

Boolean

Calibrate

Channel
selector

Channel setup
table

Chart

Chart, stacked

Color box

Combi instrument

FFT

List

Log

Meta data

Overview

Ref Chart

Reload

Rotated picture

Scope

Statistic

TEMOS Info

Write Data
plugin file

Write TDMS file

XY Chart

XY Scope

Zero

App Manager

This App is a management tool for all running Apps. Use it to
administrate other apps, check their status, line them up or shut
them down if needed.

List of running Apps
Re-arrange startup order of current setup
Resize and Line up Apps
Rename Apps
Highlight Apps
Close Apps

Bar graph

By drag and drop
of Title bar
If non-responding

This App shows a list of channels side by side in a bar
graph. It is especially useful to compare many
channels of the same type.

Value presentation of multiple channels as vertical bars of a graph
Values: Instant, average, ac rms, dc rms, block min, block max, block peakpeak from single channel
Peak hold
Selectable color
Cursor display

Selectable Block size
Min and max (common for all channels)
Channel name and bar value
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Block statistic

This App calculates statistic values
from time-based data blocks.

Calculation of statistical value over blocks
Definable block size
Returns calculation results as additional channels
Calculation blocks can be aligned to time of day

Boolean

DC RMS, Average, Minimum, Maximum
1 sec to unlimited
e.g. to full hours

This App displays the measurement value as True / False. The threshold is selectable.

Value presentation as True / False in a colored box
Values from instant, average, ac rms, dc rms, block min, block max, block
peak-peak of a single channel
Selectable threshold
Selectable status colors
Blinking on exceeded threshold to gain attention
Text message display
Timeout warning if values are outdated

Selectable Block size

default red / green
Selectable
Selectable timeout
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Calibrate

This App calibrates channels after input reference signals, such as RMS
value (for a microphone to 94 dB or 114 dB) or mean values. You may
also use it to acquire correction tables for non-linear sensor scaling.

Single point gain calibration for noise and vibration
Two point gain and offset calibration
Multi point gain and offset calibration
1 channel at a time
Selectable averaging Block size
Calibrate against RMS or average value or single tone (FFT line)
Calibrate against 94 or 114dB
Calibrate against random value in engineering unit
Calibrate linear scaling (2 points)
Calibrate table scaling (more than 2 points)
Mini chart display
Logging of calibration to txt file
Plausibility check

For Linear scaling mode
For Table scaling mode

For noise
i.e. vibration
Convert into polynomial or linear scaling (best fit)

Warning at major deviation of assessed gain factor

Channel selector

Use this App to assign channels to other Apps by drag and drop.

Assign channel by drag and drop from this list into target app
Open new Apps by drag and drop from this list onto TEMOS Wallpaper

Channel setup
table

Use this App to review or edit the channel list conveniently in a table.

Tabular listing of all channels
Edit function for channel properties
Display of advanced read-only channel properties
Time shift option

Chart

With instant edit function
Name, EU, color, all scaling options
Internal channel name, synch mode, channel origin etc
Shift a signal forth or back in time to compensate sensor or bus latency time

This App displays the measurement values in a
strip chart. Data are reduced aliasing free to a
meaningful rate, therefore this App can be used
for long term monitoring and for channels with
high sample rates also.

Value presentation in a strip chart recorder
Draws plot from entire waveform or average, ac rms, dc rms, block min,
block max, block peak-peak
Up to 8 channels as overlay plots
Manual or auto Y axis scaling
Common Y axis or up to 8 individual Y axis
Zoom with mouse wheel, Zoom X, Zoom Y, Box zoom, panning
Relative or absolute time/date on X axis
XLS export
Static display of reference graph
Selectable grid

Automatic downs sampling to reasonable screen resolution to reduce CPU
load
Selectable block size
Reversable visibility order

Alternative App: “Ref chart”
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Chart, stacked

This App displays the measurement values in stacked strip
charts.

Value presentation in a strip chart recorder
Draws plot from entire waveform or average, ac rms, dc rms, block min,
block max, block peak-peak
Up to 8 channels as stacked plots
Manual or auto Y axis scaling
Common manual Or individual manual / automatic Y axis scaling
Zoom with mouse wheel, Zoom X, Zoom Y, Box zoom, panning
Relative or absolute time/date on X axis
Export to XLS
Selectable grid

Color box

Selectable block size

This App displays the measurement value as color on a color or B&W scale.
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Value presentation as color on a color scale
Values from Instant, average, ac rms, dc rms, block min, block max, block
peak-peak of a single channel
B/W scale or color scale
Colored box or colored box
Manual or auto scaling
Timeout warning if values are outdated

Combi instrument

Selectable block size
blue = cold = low, red = hot = high

Selectable timeout

This App displays up to 32 channels as
bars, meters, gauges, or as numerical
value, organized in rows and columns.
All Cell properties can be set individual,
incl. scaling parameter.

2D Array with individual cells for value representation
Value presentation as horizontal or vertical bar, meter, gauge, or numeric
display
Values from Instant, average, ac rms, dc rms, block min, block max, block
peak-peak of a single channel
Selectable background color
Min max peak hold, resettable
Timeout warning if values are outdated

Individual setup for every cell
Individual setup for every cell
Selectable block size
B/W or color scale, by thresholds, by channel color
By Extra needles
Selectable timeout

FFT

This App displays the FFT spectrum of selected channels.

FFT (Fast Fourier Transformation)
Up to 8 channels
Magnitude (rms) or phase or Power spectrum or Power spectrum
density
128 to 131072 lines
Windowing

Common Y axis

Or any random value in between
Hanning, Hamming, Blackmann Harris, Exact Blackman, Blackman, Flat top, 4
Term B-Harries, 7 Term B-Harris, Low Sidelobe

dB Scaling with selectable reference
A-B-C-Z(lin) Weighting
Full baseband FFT
Subset FFT
Zoom FFT with selectable overlap
Averaging
Automatic peak search (above threshold)
Auto scale X axis
Manual or auto or peak scaling for Y axis
Zoom with mouse wheel
Waterfall FFT

dt to half sample rate
Selectable min / max range
Selectable min / max range at max line resolution
Vector, RMS, peak hold, Linear or exponential, Selectable number of averages

For one channel

List
This App displays selected channels in a dump list.

Value presentation of multiple channels as numeric values in running
list
Selectable history size
Values from Instant, average, ac rms, dc rms, block min, block max,
block peak-peak of multiple channels
All values (full rate) or down sampling (reduced rated) or slow logging
at defined interval
Resizable columns and fonts
Configurable format (precision)

Selectable Block size
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Log

This App is a logbook. Is saves annotations to a log file in txt format.

Add annotations
Incl. automatic timestamp
Edit / delete previous annotations
Lock function to prevent manipulation
Show previous annotations if log file is re-used

Meta data
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If unlocked

This App allows the entry of meta data in a
customizable form (customization does not require
programming)

Integer, float, alphanumeric, date/Time, Boolean, drop down menus with
suggested items
Fully customizable without programming, incl. cell type, caption, size,
position, dropdown values
Meta data will be saved into data TDMS files
Meta data can be read if TDMS files is reloaded

Overview

Stored to non-volatile file

Up to 11 items per type
Per ini file
By App “Write to TDMS file”
By App “Reload”

This App retains the max and min
values and reports an
over/underflow.

Overview display
Channels list with representation of measurement range, all-time min of FSR,
all-time max of FSR, momentaneous value
Overload and underflow warning
Show all channels or overloaded channels only
Option to log overflow / underflow events with timestamp
Resettable during measurement
Sort list after name or value

Selectable Block size

Latching
selectable

Ascending or descending

Ref chart

This App displays aggregated block
values (RMS, AVG, Peak or Instant
values) in a strip chart recorder
along with references.

Value presentation in a strip chart recorder against references
Draws plot from average, ac rms, dc rms, block min, block max,
block peak-peak
Up to 8 channels as overlay plots
Manual or auto Y axis scaling
Common Y axis
Zoom with mouse wheel, Zoom X, Zoom Y, Box zoom, panning
Relative or absolute time/date on X axis
XLS export
Up to 2 Reference plots, defined as table
Triggered references
Selectable grid

Reload

Selectable block size
Reversable visibility order (background / foreground)

Paste table from MS Excel®
references plots will begin when live signal reaches trigger threshold

This App reloads data files in TDMS format for review and replay.
For easy comparison it can load multiple files simultaneously,
regardless of their recording time or date, rate, channel
configuration and file format.
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Reload data file and display in a chart
Independent operation
To up 8 channels
From one or multiple data files
Absolute time or relative time axis
TDMS Files
3rd party format (NI DataPlugin):
DEWETRON Oxygen, DEWESoft, MP3, WAV etc
Auto scale X and Y axis
2 measurement cursors
Zooming X and Y, panning
Common Y axis or up to 8 individual Y axis
Zoom with mouse wheel, Zoom X, Zoom Y, Box zoom, panning
Relative or absolute time/date on X axis
Display of full waveform
or RMS, average, min, max values
Replay function

Same or different sample rate

By extra license
Delta display for magnitude and time

Selectable block size
New Measurement channels will be generated for display and post processing of
recorded data in any other Apps

Replay

Normal speed, slower or faster
Selectable output sample rate (down-sampling with
anti-aliasing filter)
Replay of entire file or section between cursors
Loop replay
Manual replay at dragging cursor
Replay while measurement
Extraction of measurement setup from data file
XLS export

Allows file analysis WHILE measurement or recording

To repeat a measurement with equal settings

Rotated picture

This App displays the measurement value as angle of a rotated picture.

Value presentation as rotation angle of a picture
Values from Instant, average, ac rms, dc rms, block min, block max, block
peak-peak of a single channel
Image from any JPG, BMP or PNG file
Timeout warning if values are outdated (i.e. sensor break)

Scope

In Degree
Selectable Block size

Selectable timeout

This App displays the
waveforms of signals in an
oscilloscope.
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Waveform presentation in an oscilloscope
Up to 8 channels
X axis up to 4 seconds
2D or 3D (waterfall) display
Common or individual Y axis
Manual or auto Y axis scaling
Zoom with mouse wheel
Free run or triggered mode
Pre and post trigger and trigger level set by cross hair cursor
Data export function to App “FRF”
2 measurement cursors with dt and frequency display

Statistic

Selectable trigger channels
Triggering on rising or falling edge
More cursors can be added by user

This App displays statistical values
of selected channels in a table.

Displays simultaneously instant, average, AC rms, DC rms, block min, block
max, block peak-peak and color of multiple channels in a table
Export to XLS
Freeze mode for easier readability
Resizable columns
Configurable format (precision)

Selectable calculation block size

TEMOS Info

This App provides information about TEMOS,
internal variables such as the channel list, the logged
on user, the used hardware.

Display Info about TEMOS
Display HW info
Display channel list
Display usages of serial ports
Display logged on TEMOS User
List all vis in memory
Display details about installed license

Write data plugin file

Version number, bitness etc, Hardware ID
Processors, cores

This App writes selected channels to a
range of file formats incl. Matlab, using
the NI DataPlugins. Such plugins a be
obtained from NI.
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Recording files in 3rd party file formats
Entire waveform or average, ac rms, dc rms, block min, block max, block
peak-peak
Up to all channels
Triggered recording
Start on trigger
Stop on trigger
Start and stop in trigger
Pre / post trigger
Manual or automatic file name generation

Write TDMS file

4rd party file formats can be added as Plugins
Selectable block size

One of the recorded channels to be nominated as trigger source
Selectable threshold (above or below)

File name created from date and time

This App writes measurement values to a data file in TDMS
file format. TDMS can be reloaded by the Reload App,
numerous NI applications (NI Diadem, Datafinder) as well
as Microsoft Excel® (using an import filter)

Recording files in TDMS format
Entire waveform or average, ac rms, dc rms, block min, block max, block
peak-peak
Data file reloadable while recording
Selectable channel list
Supports individual data rates
Triggered recording
Start on trigger

Selectable block size
Reload by App “Reload”
All channels by default
One of the recorded channels to be nominated as trigger source.
Selectable threshold (above or below)

Stop on trigger
Start and stop on trigger
Pre / post trigger
File splitting
Pause recording
Instant export to ASCII after recording stopped
Manual or automatic file name generation

XY Chart

Selectable format, delimiter, block size and time axis
File name created from date and time

This App displays multiple channels as XY
Chart.

Value presentation one channel vs another in a XY chart
Draws plot from entire waveform or average, ac rms, dc rms, block min, block
max, block peak-peak
Draw trace or show point
Manual or auto Y / X axis scaling
Zoom with mouse wheel, Zoom X, Zoom Y, Box zoom

XY Scope

After time or size

Selectable block size

This App displays multiple channels as XY scope.
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Waveform presentation in a XY Scope
One X channel, multiple Y channels
Zoom with mouse wheel, Zoom X, Zoom Y, Box zoom

Zero

Free run

This App sets selected channels to Zero by adjusting the scaling.

Offset calibration
Updates the scaling, regardless of the used type (linear, table, polynomial)
Adjustable averaging time
1 or selected or all channels at a time

For best accuracy

Design
This package contains useful apps to design your measurement dashboard.

Comment

Use this App to add text and banners to your
masurement screen.

Text comment
Selectable font
Selectable properties
Auto size font for single row

Still Image

Static screen annotation
All installed fonts
Normal, bold, italic, underline, strikeout, Color
Or manual font size

Use this App to displays still images in your measurement screen. Once
the image file is loaded and saved along with the setup file, the original
file is no longer required.
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File image
Multiple File formats
Transparent background
Auto zoom or Manual zoom

Schemes

Static picture display
BMP, JPG, PNG
For PNG files

This app saves and loads different measurement screen. It can cycle
through them like a slide show.

Saves Display (Apps) configurations in scheme presets
Switch between saved scheme on time interval
Switch between saved scheme on time button click

Development
This package contains template vis for the development of your own Apps in NI LabVIEW.
After programming the apps, there is no need to recompile TEMOS or create executable files (exe files). Rather, TEMOS is able to run the apps
in their source code format as vi. That makes coding and debugging the easiest!
A development license for NI LabVIEW (2016 f05 or later, 64 Bit, Full or professional development package) is required.
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Template_Async channels

Template_blank
Template_gapfree
Template_slider

Template_Subpanel

This is a prototyping App that demonstrates how channels can be created and made available to
other Apps.
Inputs: none
Outputs: 2 asynchronous channels (noise and increasing number)
This is a prototyping App without any data transfer. Enter your own LabVIEW™ code here.
This is a prototyping App to receive gap free data streams from the Core or other Apps. Enter your
own LabVIEW code here.
This is a prototyping App that demonstrates how channels can be created and made available to
other Apps.
Inputs: none
Outputs: 2 asynchronous channels (slider values, updated as and when moved)
This is a prototyping App that executes any existing LabVIEW™ vi in a subpanel.

Template_Sync channels

This is a prototyping App that demonstrates how channels can be created and made available to
other Apps.
Inputs: none
Outputs: one function generator signal will be sent as 5 equal synchronous channels.

Template_Sync to Async channels

This is a prototyping App that demonstrates how channels can be created and made available to
other Apps.
Inputs: one synchronous channel
Outputs: one asynchronous channel (the duty cycle)

Template_Sync to Sync channels

This is a prototyping App that demonstrates how channels can be created and made available to
other Apps.
Inputs: one or more synchronous channels
Outputs: one output channels (the sum of the selected channels)

DSA
This package contains apps for the Dynamic Signal Analysis.

Cross spectrum

Cross spectrum

Nyquist plot

PSD

Sine swept Measurement

THD

This App calculates the Cross Power Spectrum between two channels.
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Cross power spectrum of 2 channels
Magnitude display
Phase display
Measurement cursors
Lin and log frequency scale
Auto scale X and Y
Windowing: Hanning, Hamming, Blackmann Harris, Exact Blackman,
Blackman, Flat top, 4 Term B-Harries, 7 Term B-Harris, Low Sidelobe,
Backman Nuttall, Triangle, Bartlett-Hanning, Bohmann, Parzen, Welch,
Kaiser, Dolph-Chebyshev, Gaussian
Averaging: Vector, RMS, peak hold, Linear or exponential, selectable
number of averages
Zoom with mouse wheel

Nyquist plot

This App calculates the
Nyquist plot between two
channels.

Nyquist plot
Frequency response function display
2 channels
FRF Modes
Lin and log x axis
Windowing: Hanning, Hamming, Blackmann Harris, Exact Blackman, Blackman,
Flat top, 4 Term B-Harries, 7 Term B-Harris, Low Sidelobe, Blackman Nuttall,
Triange, Barltett Hanning, Bohman, Parzen, Welch, Kaiser, Dolph Chebychev,
Gaussian
Averaging
Zoom with mouse wheel

PSD
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H1, H2, H3

selectable

This App computes the Power spectrum
of scaled signal [EU]. Use the power
spectrum to quantify signal components
as a function of frequency.

Power Spectrum density
1 channel
Magnitude (rms) or phase or Power spectrum or Power spectrum density
Time domain display
Windows time domain display
Windowing: Hanning, Hamming, Blackmann Harris, Exact Blackman, Blackman,
Flat top, 4 Term B-Harries, 7 Term B-Harris, Low Sidelobe, Blackman Nuttall,
Triange, Barltett Hanning, Bohman, Parzen, Welch, Kaiser, Dolph Chebyshev,
Gaussian
dB Scaling
Selectable overlap
Selectable FFT resolution
Averaging: Vector, RMS, peak hold, Linear or exponential, Selectable number of
averages
Zoom with mouse wheel

1-99%
random resolution

Sine swept
Measurement

This App tracks the frequency of a
reference signal and applies a narrow
band filter on selected channels

Sine swept measurement
Multiple channels
Selectable reference channel
Frequency tracking passband filters
Display of detected frequency
Filter topology
Display of filter design
Selectable order, passband ripple and sideband attenuation

THD

Bandwidth in Hz or % of center
Bessel, Butterworth, Elliptic, Chebyshev, inverse Chebyshev
Magnitude and phase

This App calculates the total harmonic
distortion (THD) of channels.
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Calculation of Total harmonic distortion
Definable block size
Returns calculation results as additional channels
Fundamental frequency in Hz
THD value in %

One or multiple channels
1 sec to unlimited
As new channel for use in other Apps
As new channel for use in other Apps

Excel

Excel

This App writes live data during the measurement into an MS Excel® worksheet

Live data transfer into MS Excel® data sheet
Write to excel worksheet or excel file
Values from instant, average, ac rms, dc rms, block min, block max, block
peak-peak of a single channel
Requires MS Excel® to be installed
Selectable time column
Selectable Start cell
Auto close file and Excel® on close of App
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As list dump
Selectable Block size
On the local machine
n Seconds, relative time, absolute time, no time
A1 by default
Selectable

Function Generator

This App is a 2 channel function generator for waveform generation. It supports following signal generation hardware
DEWETRON TRION-1628-AO-2
DEWETRON TRION-1628-AO-8NI
All NI Modules with DAC converter (DAQmx driver) – max. 2 channels on one device (if AI channels are used too, all channels must be on the
SAME module)

Function Genertor
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Function generator
For NI DAQmx analog output hardware
Output range and sample rate as per NI hardware specifications
Selectable per channel

Waveforms
Noise

Output range
Frequency sweep function

Max. 2 channels, Max. 1 device
Waveform
Amplitude
Frequency
Offset
Duty cycle (if applicable)
Sine, Rectangle, sawtooth, triangle,
Uniform white noise
Gaussian white noise
Periodic random noise
Gamma noise
+/-10 V (as supported by DAC hardware)

High speed Video

This App is to configure, control and get data from a Photron High speed camera. Set up the memory configuration, trigger, timing parameter.
Capture the experiment, download the video from the camera and save it as AVI file on the local hard drive. If analogue channels are capture
at the same time by other Apps, they will be fully in synch.

Fastcam
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App for Photron Fastcam high speed cameras over LAN interface
Configuration of Camera settings

Preview of live image
Capturing High speed video into camera RAM
Download of video and saving as AVI file

Triggering of Camera by any TEMOS channel
Triggering of Camera by movement in preview image

Others on request (Phantom etc)
Trigger and memory setup
timing options incl. IRIG (as supported by Camera)
Resolution
Frame rate settings,

AVI file can be viewed on any multi media player
AVI file can be viewed in App “Video replay”
AVI file can be reviewed in synch with TDMS data
“Image trigger”

IR Camera
This App acquires the image of an IR camera.
Supported cameras: Infiray A8 and compatible
(https://www.infiray.com/A8thermalcamera.html)
Further cameras on request.

IR Camera
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Support for Infiray IR cameras
Display of live image
Snapshots to bmp files
Customizable color scale
Rotate image
Flip image
Threshold mode
Return channels for use in other apps

2D Display
3D Display

Connected by Ethernet
Frame rate 1 fps
Selectable target folder
Auto scaling between current min and max temperature
Horizontal, vertical
Only pixels above a selectable temperature threshold will be shown, the rest is black
Single Temperature at either manual cursor position
-orAutomatic hot spot / cold spot tracking with XY position
Temperature as Z axis
Zoom options
3D rotating
Perspective of orthographic view

Language
This App is a tool to create and translate language files.
When using other languages then English, TEMOS translates expressions according to language files. Expressions that are not found in the
language file (i.g. from a new customized App) will remain in English but will be logged to a temporary file. The Translator can import these new
expressions, after adding the translation also new expressions will be presented in the correct language.

Translator
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Editor for language files
Unicode support
Create new language files
Search function

Edit language files or create new files
For Asian character display

Mathematic
This package contains apps for mathematic functions: formulas, integration, derivation, digital filtering, resampling (to change the data rate) or
to calculate gradients.

Correlation

Differentiation

Differentiation

Digital Filter

Formula

Integration

Resampling

Tacho

Temperatur
gradient

Delay

This App calculates the
mathematical Differentiation of
channels.

Mathematic derivation
Multiple channels
Selectable low pass filter (noise removal)

Common or individual filter settings
Bessel, Butterworth, Elliptic, Chebyshev, inverse Chebyshev, selectable order
and frequency
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Digital filter

This App applies an IIR or FIR filter to synchronous channels.

Digital filter
Multiple channels
Selectable order / number of taps, low/high cutoff frequency, passband and
sideband ripple
Filter types
IIR Filter topology
FIR Filter topology
Windowing
Display of filter design
Selectable order, passband ripple and sideband attenuation

Common or individual filter settings

Lowpass, Highpass, Bandpass, Bandstop
Bessel, Butterworth, Elliptic, Chebyshev, inverse Chebyshev
Windowed FIR
None, Hamming, Hanning, Triangular, Blackman, Exact Blackman, BlackmanHarris, Kaiser-Bessel, Flat Top
Magnitude and phase

Formula

This App includes a formula editor for a variety of math operations. The results are available as additional channels.

Mathematic formulas
Multiple channels
Linear algebra,
Boolean algebra
Comparison
Trigonometric functions
Rounding
Others
Nested formulas
Check formula for syntax errors
Formulas on formula channels

Integration

+, -, *, /, mod,
AND, OR, NAND, NOR, EXOR,
equal, not equal, smaller, greater
Sin, cos, tan, arcsin, arccos, arctan
Up, down
Elapsed time, random, Sqrt, log2, log10 etc
(), indicator for needed iterations to solve

This App calculates the mathematical
Integration of channels.
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Mathematic integration
Multiple channels
Selectable High pass filter for DC removal to avoid drift

Resampling

Single, double
Common or individual filter settings
Bessel, Butterworth, Elliptic, Chebyshev, inverse Chebyshev, selectable order and
frequency

This App returns copies of selected channels with random sample rate.

Resampling of synchronous channels to random sample rate
One or Multiple channels
Factor or target sample rate
Interpolation modes:
Coerce, Linear, Spline,
Anti-aliasing filter

Creates new channels
Common settings
Even and odd factors, incl float

FIR filter with selectable Alias rejection

Tacho

This App calculates high resolution RPM
from a counter input.

Calculation of RPM value from pulses per revolution signal
Selectable number of pulses per revolution
Selectable integration time
RPM as return channel

Temp gradient

This App calculates the long-term gradient of temperature channels

Selectable window time
Selectable interval time

Delay

Incrementing counter as input
1 pulse or n teeth of tooth wheel
For best resolution
For other Apps

For best accuracy

This App creates copies of channels and
applies a positive delay. Note: you cannot
apply a negative delay (to advance the
channel), however, this function is
available in the App
“Channel setup
table”.
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Delay
Create copy of channel with selectable delay
One or multiple channels

Correlation

Min 0,0 to max (5 - blocksize) seconds
Individual delay value

This App calculates the Auto and Cross correlation

Auto Correlation
Cross correlation
Algorithms: Direct
Algorithms: Frequency domain
Normalization
Display as Graph
Peak picking for maximum

One or multiple channels
1st vs. 2nd channel, 1st vs. 3rd channel , 1st vs. 4th channel etc
Computing correlation using direct method of linear correlation
Computing correlation using FFT based technique
None, biased, unbiased
Display of time and magnitude

Modal
This package contains apps for the structural analysis.

Experimental modal analysis

Experimental
modal analysis

FRF

Operational modal analysis

This App performs experimental modal analysis (with excitation signal) based from FRF data and displays an
animation of a geometrical shape.
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Import FRF data
Display of phase and magnitude
Manual selection of modes by mouse

From *.dat file or from App “FRF”
1 or multiple response channels at the same time
Place cursors

Creating synthesized amplitude and phase for selection frequency range by:
FDPI (frequency domain polynominal fit) method
LSCE (least square complex exponential) method
Determination of mode frequency and damping
Grid animation at selected frequencies
3D animation
Manual stepping through animation (0..359 Degree)
Auto animation
Grid editor

Various projectinos and zooming options
Selectable speed and magnitude
By table
By rect plate generator
By round plate generator
By cylinder generator

FRF

This App computes
the magnitude,
phase, and
coherence of the
frequency response
of the device under
test [DUT].

Frequency response function
One excitation channel, Multiple response channels
Free run
Triggered mode (import data from App “Scope”)
Lin and log X and Y axis
Auto scale X and Y
Baseband FRF
Zoomed FRF
Windowing: Hanning, Hamming, Blackmann Harris, Exact Blackman,
Blackman, Flat top, 4 Term B-Harries, 7 Term B-Harris, Low Sidelobe,
FRF modes
Averaging: Vector, RMS, peak hold, Linear or exponential, selectable
number of averages
Measurement cursors
Export function to Experimental modal analysis App
Zoom with mouse wheel

Magnitude, Phase, Coherence, Nyquist
For Shaker mode
For Hammer mode

Selectable frequency range, number of lines and overlap

H1, H2, H3
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Operational modal
analysis

This App performs operational modal analysis (without excitation signal) and displays an animation of a geometrical
shape.

Modal analysis without forced excitation
Display of live time domain data in scope
Take snaphot for OMA calculation
Determination of frequencies and their damping factors
Auto animation
Grid generator and editor

Selectable speed and magnitude
By table
By rectangular plate generator
By round plate generator
By cylinder generator

Modbus
This package contains Apps to send and receive Values over MODBUS (TCP/IP, Master and Slave). Use it to interact with PLCs or other Modbus
enabled systems
Modbus TCPIP Master

This APP is a MODBUS Master on the TCIP/IP interface. It can transmit and receive multiple register digital
channels.

Modbus Master
Communication over TCP/IP
502 as default
Transmission:
Transmit any TEMOS channels as Input register
Transmit any TEMOS channels as Discrete input
Selectable threshold
Definable starting address for the transferred channel list
Select value to be transferred: instant, AC rms, DC rms, Average, +Peak, Peak, Peak-Peak
Selectable transmission rate
Indicator for factor and Offset
Required by receiver

Receive Holding registers
Receive Holding Coils
Selectable Source IP address
Selectable Source IP Port number

Modbus TCPIP SLAVE
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Modbus Slave
Communication over TCP/IP
Selectable Port number

Reception:
Create extra channels for use in other Apps
Create extra channels for use in other Apps

This APP is a MODBUS Slave on the TCP/IP interface. It can transmit and receive multiple register and digital
channels.

502 as default
Transmission:

Transmit any TEMOS channels as Input register
Transmit any TEMOS channels as Discrete input
Definable starting address for the transferred channel list
Select value to be transferred: instant, AC rms, DC rms, Average, +Peak, Peak, Peak-Peak
Selectable transmission rate
Indicator for factor and Offset

Receive Holding registers
Receive Holding Coils

Selectable threshold

Required by receiver

Reception:
Create extra channels for use in other Apps
Create extra channels for use in other Apps

Network
This package contains apps to send and receive measurement channels over network (TCP/IP, multiple sender and receiver)

TCPIP multicast receiver

This App receives a data stream that is sent from the App “TCPIP Multicast sender”. The received channels will
be available as channels in other Apps.

Receives channel data over network (TCP/IP)
Provides received network channels as additional channels
Selectable source (IP address or host name)
Display of current transmission status, timestamp and preview value
Data buffering and auto-recovery
Integrated ping

TCPIP multicast sender

Transmits channel data over network (TCP/IP)
For reception by one or multiple “TCP/IP multicast receivers”
Selectable target ethernet adapter and port number
Selectable channels (1..all)
Transmits entire waveform, average, ac rms, dc rms, block min, block max,
block peak-peak
Selectable format
Display of current transmission status and speed
Data buffering and auto-recovery
Selectable repetitive transmission of channel meta data as xml test
Short term buffer and auto-recovery after link disruption

From “TCP/IP multicast sender”
For further processing in other Apps
If multiple ports are available (WLAN, LAN, VPN adapter)
at short term network disturbance
For function test and troubleshooting

This App sends selected channels to a TCP/IP port of the
localhost. They then can be received by the TCPIP receiver
App or any other tool that is able to collect and decocde the
data stream.

One or multiple receiving devices
If multiple ports are available (WLAN, LAN, VPN adapter)
Selectable block size
Clear text ASCII or compressed (proprietary) format
at short term network disturbance
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Power
This package contains Apps for the measurement of electrical power and quality calculation.

Vector Scope

This App displays up to 3 voltages and currents in a vector
diagram. Use this App to display the phase angles between
voltages and currents. The lengths of the vectors are in
relation to the highest voltage or currents, respectively.
(EN50160)

Vector display
Color according to channel definition
3xU+3xI
1xI+IxI
RMS values for all voltage and currents
Real frequency
Selectable orientation
Freeze function
Selectable vector plot layout

Representation of voltage and currents as vector
Return channels (phase angle) for use in other apps
Return channels (phase angle) for use in other apps
Fixed time blocks (not cycle based)
Zero top or Zero right
Number of grid lines, vector width, colors
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Power, broadband

This App calculates the
Power parameters and RMS
values of an electrical Power
system based blocks of
constant size

Electrical power analysis
1 power system per App
4xU+4xI
4xU+3xI
3xU+4xI
1xI+IxI
RMS values for all voltage and currents
Active power
Reactive power
Apparent power
Power factor power
All channels returned for use on other Apps

Fixed time blocks (not cycle based)

Remote
This package contains Apps to control TEMOS running on remote computers. Set and query values of almost every GUI element of TEMOS or
other Apps – including custom made Apps.

Remote control

Use this App
to control
remote
instruments.

Summary of key functions to control remote TEMOS Instances
Via TCP/IP
Apply setup files to target instruments
Start - stop measurement
Start - stop recording
Bridge balancing
Amplifier zero
Bridge short and Shunt
Query connection status Channel Zero
Custom remote control commands to set and query GUI Elements
Start Apps on remote TEMOS Instances
Shut down, Reboot, WOL

Remote control helper

For DEWETRON modules

See App “remote control helper”
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This App helps to identify possible
targets and GUI elements that can
be controlled with LAN commands
or other Apps such as Soft trigger
or Countdown

Lists up all GUI elements that are accessible for remote control
Generate remote control command to query value
Generate remote control command to set value
Drag and drop listed GUI element into other apps to create automation link
Search function
Identify GUI elements ion

WOL

One or target instances
LAN, WLAN, VPN etc

Incl. GUI Label and copy of current image
Copy to clipboard
Copy to clipboard
e.g. for Soft trigger or Countdown Apps
for verification

This App sends the WOL (wake on LAN) command to specified computers.

Wake up on LAN on button click
One or multiple computers at once

Define target computes by physical address (MAC)

S.E.N.T.
This App decodes the binary S.E.N.T (Single Edge Nibble Transmission) bitstream that is measured by a digital or analogue channel and converts
it into regular measurement channels for other Apps.

S.E.N.T.

Decoding from or digital source channel
Decoding from or analogue source channel
For frames with and without CRC
Free configurable value composition from nibbles
One or multiple result channels
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Selectable threshold

For use in other Apps

Sound
This package contains apps for the measurement of sound level, sound power and sound analysis. You may also route a microphone channel to
a monitor speaker or record WAV files.

Octave

Octave

Sound level meter

Speaker output

Write wav file

This App calculates and displays the octave analysis in accordance with the IEC 61260 standard

Octave analysis
Up to 8 channels
Averaging
Full, 3rd, 6th, 12th or 24th octave analysis
Selectable low and high band
Time constant
dB Scaling with selectable reference
A-B-C-Z(lin) Weighting
Full baseband FFT
Auto scale X axis
Calculation of power per band
Calculation of total power
2 Measurement cursors
Zoom with mouse wheel

Sound level meter

Sound Power

In accordance with the IEC 61260 or IEC 1260 standard
Linear, exponential, Peak, Equal confidence

Slow, fast impulse or manual

0 to half sample rate
Incl. return channels for processing on other Apps
Incl. return channels for processing on other Apps

This App calculates the sound level parameters of selected channels. Results will be available as channels in other Apps.

Total sound level
Up to 8 input channels
Selectable low and high band
dB Scaling with selectable reference
Lin, A-B-C Weighting
Leq, RLeq, Exp avg, Peak, Total
Time modes
Selectable integration time
Zoom with mouse wheel

Return channels
Fast, slow, impulse, custom
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Sound Power

This App calculates the
total sound power level
and the sound power
levels per octave band.

Total sound power level
Total sound power level per octave
Up to 8 input channels
Environmental correction
Background correction
Selectable low and high band
dB Scaling with selectable reference
A-B-C-Z(lin) Weighting
Auto scale X axis
Calculation of power per band
Calculation of total power
Zoom with mouse wheel

Speaker output

Linear, exponential, Peak, Equal confidence
Temperature and barometric. Pressure

Return channels
Return channels

This vi outputs a selected channel on the speaker of your sound card.
Use it to make one noise or vibration channel audible.
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Output one selected channel on the soundcard speaker
Volume control
Mute

Write wav file

This App writes up to 2 channels to a sound file in wav file format. The file
can be replayed by any media player.

Recording sound files in WAV format
Entire waveform
Up to 2 channels
Triggered recording
Start on trigger
Stop on trigger
Start and stop in trigger
Pre / post trigger
Pause recording
Manual or automatic file name generation

For replay in media players
Stereo
One of the recorded channels to be nominated as trigger source
Selectable threshold (above or below)

File name created from date and time

Time
This package contains apps to display the PC time, to synch the PC clock to a network time (NTP) or to execute actions after a countdown.

Clock

This App displays timing information such as elapsed time, PC
time, current measurement value's timestamp or number of
collected samples.

Clock display
PC clock (Time of the day)
Date
Elapsed time since start of measurement
Number of acquired samples
Time and status of timing device
Set PC time from external device

Countdown

Selectable format (DD/MM/YYY, YYY/MM/DD etc)
From ADC hardware, per channel
For DEWETRON hardware: PTP, GPS, IRIG

This App causes a user interface event on the core program or any App upon the
end of a countdown.
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Countdown
Causes an user event in TEMOS or any other App after countdown
expired

NTP

This App reads and displays the current time from an
NTP (Network Time Protocol) server. It also can set the
PC time from this reference.

Network time protocol
Sets the PC clock after internet time
Selectable refresh interval
Selectable time servers

Display of latest network time

Tools
This is a complete package with tools and utilities.

Control panel

CPU Load

Data plugin file
viewer

Email

Explorer

Message

Setup viewer

Soft trigger

Storage capacity

System status

TDMS Viewer

User Accounts

Control panel
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This App provides a summary of the most relevant control buttons,
such as Start - Stop - Quit Buttons and allows the system and shut
down or reboot.
It allows the synchronized start of multiple recording apps.

Control panel for key functions
Start / stop instrument
Start / stop recording
Quit / shutdown / reboot

CPU Load

Manual stop or for defined time

This App displays a chart of the load of the CPU cores and
provides the CPU load as extra channels fur use in other apps.

Chart display for CPU load
Total CPU load
Extra channels
Load of every CPU core

Data plugin file
viewer

Serial Terminal

In %
In %
For use in other Apps
In %, max 8 cores

This App reloads any data file that is compatible with an existing data plugin. Files that are recorded with other SW scan
be reviewed also.

Simple viewer for data files of all installed Data Plugins
Typically for use with Dewetron Oxygen data files, DEWESoft,
Matlab etc

Data plugin must support read function

Email

This App sends an email at a trigger
condition. Use it for unmanned long-term
test, monitoring and surveillance
applications.

Sends an email on a trigger condition
One or multiple trigger source channels
Positive or negative edge
One or multiple email recipients
Manual or automatically generated message
Selectable holdoff time to avoid email flood

Explorer

This App is a mini file or web browser. Use it as
user interface for data bases, sensors,
cameras, ted bed environments or other webbased services.

Explorer window
Single tab per App
File browser
Web browser

Message

Internet explorer 10
Full featured
Full featured

This App produces a message pop up window. Use i.g. in
conjunction with the Soft Trigger App or Countdown to
generate messages depending on trigger values or time.

Produces a message in a pop-up window
With icon display
Selectable timeout

System status

Common trigger level
Common trigger edge
+ cc

Interactively via remote control or soft trigger
Info, error, warning
For self-confirmation

This App displays the current system status (Measuring, Recording) most simplistic as 3 status
lights.

Red / Green Status display for ADC running
Reg / Green / Grey Status display for File recording active

Of App “Write TDMS file”
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Serial Terminal

This App is a tool for
manual serial
communication (write and
read) on a PC COM Port.

Serial terminal
Read and write
For PC COM ports and DEWETRON TRION UARTS interfaces
Selectable termination character and timeout

Setup viewer

Use this App to view the content of setup files.

View the content of setup files
Edit content and save setup files

Channel list, used Apps and their settings
For experienced users only
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Soft trigger

This app causes a user interface event in TEMOS or any app under a trigger condition derived from an available
channel.

User interface event on trigger level
Trigger condition derived from channel values: Instant, average, ac rms, dc
rms, block min, block max, block peak-peak from single channel
Target on trigger condition fulfilled
Target on trigger condition no longer fulfilled

Selectable Block size
Almost any GUI element of TEMOS or any other App
Almost any GUI element of TEMOS or any other App

Storage capacity

This App returns the
free capacity of all
volumes as extra
channels.

Free capacity of storage media as measurement channel
All drives of any type
Configurable update interval

TDMS viewer

This App reviews a single TDMS data file (also from 3rd party software)

Simple viewer for data files in TDMS format
Viewer for header information
Viewer for channel properties

User Accounts

Return channels for other Apps
Local, USB, Server, NAS, Firewire etc
Default 10 sec

Regardless whether recorded by TEMOS or other SW
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According to TDMS file format definition

This App manages user
accounts and allows users
to log on and off. With
user accounts it’s possible
to restrict various actions,
such as configuration
changes.

User level administration
Configurable user right restriction according to user level

User levels
Integrated user account data base
Details of logged on user will be available in TDMS data files
Details of user that created a data file will be available in Reload
App

Change channel setup
Change display settings and layout
Start / stop measurement
Load / save setups
Quit program
Administrator, Operator, Anonymous
Username, position, user level and password, team membership, Avatars
By App “Write TDMS File”

Video
This package contains apps to record and replay video from cameras (USB webcams and GigE cameras)

Video
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This App
displays the
live image of
a video
camera and
records it to
an AVI file.

Display live video from Camera
Record video to AVI file
Camera setup:
Backlight compensation, Brightness, Contrast, Exposure, Gamma,
Hue, Saturation, Sharpness, While balance
1 Camera per instance
Supported cameras:
Cameras by NI
Most GigE and web cameras (USB, Ethernet, WLAN)

Video playback

Powered by VLC Player
Compressed (NI Vision codec)
Manual or Auto
As supported by camera

Chargeable runtime license of NI Vision required for use with 3rd party cameras

This App replays a video file. The current position can be
synchronized with other Apps such as additional Video Playback
Apps or the File reload App.

Replay of video files
Formats: AVI, MPEG, MPG, MP4, WMV, FLV and more
Replay of high-speed videos
Synchronization to cursors or other Apps

Powered by VLC Player
As codecs are installed on the system
Reload and other instances of Video replay

Room for your own ideas
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TEMOS - a new type of test and measurement software
It has standard functions such as display, strip charts, graphs, recording and playback. With its support for various instrument hardware, it can
be used for many applications such as data logging, FFT analysis, a digital storage oscilloscope, and more.
However, TEMOS is expandable and can grow with your requirements. All functions are executed in individual windows as APPS and are as
flexible as apps on your smartphone. In addition, existing apps can be customized, or completely new apps can be added. Functions are not
limited to the acquisition itself and can cover most different tasks such as real time data processing, alarm generation, report generation,
automation, interaction with auxiliary system such as testbeds, databased, sensors, cameras, simulation systems or software.
The development can be carried out by anyone with LabVIEW programming skills: AKITRON, a preferred third-party software provider, or the
customer himself. Therefore, TEMOS is the most versatile and open solution for tests and measurements, for standard and especially for
specific applications.

Subject to change | © 2021 AKITRON e.U.
All trademarks are the property of their respective owners
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